Talking Newspapers
Equipment required for CD duplication

CD/DVD Tower Duplicator
Available in sizes: 3, 5, 7 or 10 drives
Using the CD/DVD Tower Duplicator could not be easier. Simply place your master
CD or DVD into the top drive, your blank discs into the remaining 3, 5, 7 or 10 drives
and press Copy. No computer required, the duplicator is standalone and just
requires mains power.
Our Microboards CD/DVD Towers, copy & verify using “bit for bit” technology, so
that each copy is guaranteed to be identical to your master
CD/DVD Tower Range - http://handisc.co.uk/CD-DVD-Blu-Ray-Towers.html

Automated CD/DVD Publisher
The Epson Discproducer PP-50 is a great "first step" into automated disc publishing.
The PP-50 has 1 recorder, 50 disc capacity and Full Colour Inkjet printing. Just
connect the system via USB to your PC and you'll be able to queue up jobs each
with their own high quality print.
For anyone needing to print and copy their discs the PP-50 offers a professional
finish at entry level costs. It comes with 6 separate, bulk ink cartridges so you only
end up replacing the ink that you use.
Please send us your artwork and we'll create a free sample for you to show you how
exactly how your disc will look.
Epson Discproducer Range - http://handisc.co.uk/Epson-PP100-Range.html

Blank CD-Rs
The majority of Talking Newspapers use what is known as write once (CD-R) CDs,
which mean that they can only have 1 recording on them, before they are used and
then discarded with (they cannot be re-recorded on like cassettes). There is the
option of re-writable CDs (CD-RW, record time and time again like a cassette), but
due to the excessive handling generally they do not withstand the test of time
(easily scratched etc). CD-RWs are more expensive and in general work out to be
less cost effective.
If you would like you blank CD's to come pre-printed with you artwork, logo or text
then this is also available. You can record your data in-house onto pre-printed discs.
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Other Accessories:
Mail out bags
We find the majority of charities we work with, already have mailbags that they use for CDs and cassettes. If however you are in
need of some new reusable mailbags, we have a variety available, with return label pouches.
CD Marker Pens
CD’s cannot be handwritten on using a biro or similar, as they damage the data on the disc, therefore we recommend purchasing
CD Marker Pens, to note the title onto the discs.

Handisc CD Duplication:
If you would rather not purchase your own equipment, then here at Handisc we would be happy to supply and duplicate the CDs
for you . All we need is a master file with the recording on, either on disc, USB Key or email
If you would like further information or have any questions please do not hesitate to contact Justine or Alex on 01264 335118 or
email info@handisc.co.uk
If you would like to read our recent case study on how we assisted Calibre Audio Library, please go to
http://handisc.co.uk/testimonials-case-studies.html
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